RELATIONSHIP CONFLICT IS INEVITABLE!
By Ellen Harris, LMHC, CEAP

Do you sometimes wonder, “What happened to the fun, agreeable, person I fell in love
with?” “Why do we disagree – so often ‐ and on so many things?”
New love is blind – and agreeable – and absent from conflict…. It’s easy to agree when
living in a state of euphoric bliss.
How can two people who seem to have everything in common suddenly begin arguing
about the smallest of things?
We may not want to admit it, but, conflict is inevitable! Especially relationship conflict!
When two individuals come together they each bring their unique set of beliefs, values,
experiences, and perspectives on life. We can feel unsteady and betrayed by these
differences and begin to judge one another as “right or wrong.”
Healthy couples learn that conflict is a normal part of life. They come to believe that
having a different view of the world doesn’t mean they don’t love one another, that it’s
OK to be different. And, they may grow to see conflict as a gift – something that
enriches their relationships ‐ or at least as a “wake up call” to remember what is truly
important.
Learn to resolve conflict in a healthy manner. Become aware of differences. Accept one
another with unconditional positive regard (with the right to personal beliefs and
values). Empathy is essential. Ask, “How would I view this situation if I had my partner’s
life experiences?” Agree to disagree. It’s unrealistic to believe that a couple must agree
on everything. If you disagree, don’t take it personally. Improve communication. Really
listen to one another. Use I feel statements. (Talking about feelings reduces the need for
defending. (Most conflict occurs when we feel attacked!) Become willing to
compromise. And, ask yourself, “What is in my long term best interest? Is this really
worth arguing about? Remember: "Conflict cannot survive without your participation." ‐
‐ Wayne Dyer
If you are having relationship conflict, call for help.
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